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INTRODUCTION
This report describes the technical and scientific results that our Dartmouth/ University of Wisconsin-Whitewater (UWW) team has accomplished during the scope of Collaboration and Analyst/System Effectiveness (CASE) project from August 2007 to August 2008. We are working on the problem of modeling an analyst's intent to improve the effectiveness of collaboration among intelligence analysts. Our approach offers a way to improve the diversity in a collaborative group by looking at the commonalities of the overarching goals that the analysts share instead of specific topics. Most of the existing approaches to modeling users for group collaboration explore the similarity of the users' topical interests (McDonald et al, 2000 , Schmitt et al, 2003 . There are two problems with this approach. First, people with similar interests may get stuck at the same peaks because they view and solve problems similarly (Page 2007) . Real world collaboration will be beneficial from a group of people with different interests and perspectives who are working towards the same goal, as shown in many examples from various fields ranging from business to science in (Page, 2007) . Secondly, topical interests only shows what the users have in common but do not show how the users are achieving or using these interests for their tasks.
We address these gaps by capturing the user's intent in which the intent is defined as his goals, commitment to achieve these goals, and actions leading toward his goals. We believe that with this level of understanding of the analyst's intentions, collaboration groups may be better formed with people who are working toward the same big goals and different courses of actions. Moreover, to improve the effectiveness of collaboration, it is crucial to find people with precise descriptions of their overarching goals and find them early enough to make the collaboration a success. Lastly, by capturing analyst intent, we will enable the targeted sharing of knowledge among analysts as well as potentially reduce the time needed for junior analysts to solve a problem by allowing the sharing and reuse of common/expert knowledge and possible goals and actions that experts had in similar situations.
This problem is particularly interesting and challenging in both the research and testing phases.
It involves many open-ended research questions that are important for cross-disciplinary areas including information retrieval, goal recognition, and user modeling. This is particularly challenging from the testing point of view because it involves a number of issues in terms of assessment plans, scalability, and robustness across domains. During the 1 year period, our team has worked really hard to develop a framework for a new intent model, develop some main modules as web services as well as worked out a feasible testing plan to evaluate this model. In this document, we start first by describing our methods. This is followed by scientific results and lessons learned from this project. We also conclude by identifying our ongoing/future research direction.
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Developing an intent-based user model is neither a new nor an easy problem. The difficulty of this problem is that it involves principles from several disciplines such as social science, computer science, and psychology. Additionally, the vagueness and dynamic nature of a user's behaviors poses a great challenge to designers of such a model. Our approach differs from existing approaches in two key aspects: (i) dynamics in building a goal hierarchy and action/goal relationships; and, (ii) providing information about process as opposed to a topical description of intent. By a goal hierarchy, we mean a hierarchical structure that describes the road leading up to achievement or accomplishment of a task for a user. During the one year period, we have successfully developed a formal framework for a new intent model, developed a scenario that shows our model will work using the APEX (National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) test bed of analyst logging experiment) dataset, and worked on an evaluation plan to assess this model.
Intentbased model framework
Our research on capturing a user's intent was spanned all the way back to 1999 , 2001 , 2003a , 2003b , Nguyen et al., 2004a , 2004b , Nguyen, 2005 . Our definition of intent is also consistent with those found in the social sciences (Malle et al. 2003) . We have developed a computational model to capture analyst intent by analyzing the actions taken by analysts as well as the contents of relevant documents/snippets/annotations arising from their actions. Our model uses dynamically constructed probabilistic, directed acyclic graphs, constructed in part by utilizing natural language processing techniques, to represent a user's intent. This model needs to provide the information on What the analyst's focus is (his goal); How committed he is to a particular goal; How the analyst is achieving this goal; and, Why the analyst is trying to achieve this goal. To answer the "Why" question, we use a Rationale network in which the relationships among the goals, information, and background knowledge triggered by a user's actions are stored. We also use an Action network which captures the relationships between goals and sequences of actions leading toward these goals which can thus be used to provide information for the "How" question. We use a Foci network to capture an analyst's current foci (goals) which can be used to provide information on the "What" question. Also, in this network, we capture the level of commitment of an analyst to a particular goal by measuring the frequency of how many times a focus is directly or indirectly pursued, and how recently a focus was pursued (e.g., abandoning information).
Definition
Intent is a tuple I = {G,A,C} in which G is a goal or a set of goals, A is a set of actions to achieve this goal(s), and C is a real value(s) indicating how committed an analyst is to this goal(s). A goal is an end-state that an analyst is trying to achieve while solving a task at hand. For example: the analyst's goal could be to successfully justify in his report that Iranian leaders support a nuclear weapons program. We classify goals based on their persistence and content. Specifically, we classify goals into long-term and short-term goals. Long-term goals are abstract concepts, or general, high level hypotheses being explored while short-terms goals are specific concepts and triggered by low-level actions. In order to achieve a goal, analysts perform a set of actions, e.g. searching for relevant documents on a specific topic and annotating relevant documents to describe important points. For the CASE project, actions can be described by an Analysis Log Event (ALE). An action is pertinent to a goal if (i) it directly triggers the goal; or (ii) it triggers another goal that is a sub-goal of the goal. A goal is instantiated if it is created by goaldirected actions; or, if the goal-directed actions and pre-conditions of the goal are matched with past information and actions. A goal is satisfied if the analyst has explicitly specified it is, or if the analyst has collected information about all related concepts of that goal. A goal is abandoned if the user's actions have not triggered this goal after a fixed amount of time that can be specified by the analyst.
Components
Rationale network
A rationale network is a directed acyclic graph that consists of 4 types of nodes: (i) Context: is directed acyclic graph that includes concepts and their relations that are extracted from the content of documents, snippets, annotations that an analyst is using writing, copying, annotating and provided by other CASE teams; (ii) Beliefs: what the analyst believes about something or in something based only on collected/gathered info, e.g. sourcing evidence (bottom-up, collected information); (iii) Goals: what the analyst is aiming for or trying to reach/prove; and, (iv) Axioms: what the analyst believes in not based on collected info, e.g. intelligence doctrine/training of the analyst -bias can be one aspect of the axioms. There are four types of links in the rationale network: (i) Context Connections: the relationships between concepts that are the basis for goal, belief, and axiom nodes; (ii) Support Links: the relationships between goal and belief nodes as well as goal and sub-goal nodes; (iii) Motivation Links: how individual knowledge (not obtained through collection activities) represented in axiom nodes impact belief and goal nodes; and, (iv) "Links-To" Links: heuristic connection of nodes based on observations of the analyst, e.g., snippets occurring very close in time may be linked.
We connect all the concept nodes generated to the chosen goal. A belief node is added if a user makes explicit what he believes in (e.g., statements in an annotation). A new goal node should be created if the set of belief and context nodes of the existing goal is only covered by that goal at most t% of the time with t being the cutoff threshold. The name and description of the new goal node will be generated from the set of context, axiom and belief nodes. 
Action network
An action network is a Bayesian knowledge-base ) that contains 2 types of nodes: goal and action nodes, and satisfies the following constraints: (i) goal nodes can be connected to action nodes or other goal nodes; and, (ii) action nodes can be connected to other action nodes. An action network is created from the user observed actions (ALE-based actions), goals from the rationale network and a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) initially with 3 states to determine the next possible user action. Once a user's behavior is reported and retrieved (e.g., using the ALE format), a context graph related to that behavior is generated. A possible action will be predicted based on HMM module. A goal node(s) with the highest value from the rationale network is obtained by doing reasoning over the Rationale network (G r ). The set of current actions, goals, and predicted next actions will be used to predict the next goal on the action network (G a ). We will take the intersection between G r and G a . If this intersection is empty then we will create a new goal node based on the information retrieved of these two sets. An edge is drawn between the goal node and the action node. The probability of the action node given this goal node is determined based on the weight of the goal node in the rationale network. 
Foci network
The Foci network is also a directed acyclic graph (V, E) in which V is a set of goal nodes that represents the current foci of an analyst and E is a set of edges that connect the goal nodes. Each node is described by a goal node, a set of weighted interests that are relevant to this goal, and a real number representing the commitment level for the goal, currently computed from the frequency and recency of the goal being pursued. Each edge is described by the source and destination goal nodes and the type of link it represents. There are two types of links: regular links and leakage links. A regular link represents the link between two goals as it is shown in the Rationale network while a leakage link represents a relationship in which two goals have been fired together frequently. In the foci network the goals are partitioned into a set of long-term goals and a set of short-term goals.
A new goal node is created when the current action is not consistent with the current top N goal nodes activated in the rationale network and it does not exist in the existing foci network. The set of affiliated interests/context is extracted from the document related to this action (e.g., from an annotation, a snippet, or from topics of a downloaded web page). The level of commitment is initialized to the goal value in the rationale network if this is a new goal. The edges coming into/out of this newly added goal node need to be consistent with the hierarchy in the rationale network. With the potential addition of new focus, the foci network is updated using spreading activation (Anderson 83) to propagate activity levels throughout the network with the modification that: (i) propagation is stronger along white arrows; (ii) propagation is weaker along leakages; and, (iii) propagation is universally stronger for arrows to/from a long term focus vs. to/from a short term focus. A goal node can become long term if the analyst indicates it is explicitly -e.g. through long-term task descriptions, etc., or if the depth of its descendants surpasses a given threshold (long term hierarchy threshold). Intent is thus determined by first setting the currently active foci and those context nodes involved in the currently observed action in the Rationale network as evidence; then propagating interest through the Rationale network using spreading activation to infer the most active goals. 
Scenario
In this scenario, we show how intent is captured and presented. We use the APEX collection in developing this scenario. The APEX collection, offered by NIST, consists of 8 analysts. This collection included 8 analysts, their recorded actions over time, and their research reports and assessment reports generated on their analysis. Each analyst was requested to assess the two hypotheses: "Where does the Iranian clerical community stand on Ayatollah Khamenei and President Ahmadinejad's policies with regards to Iran's civilian and military nuclear program?" Their actions are captured and stored in a common repository using Analysis Log Event (ALE) format (described in CASE Analysis Log Service Specification). Each ALE contains information about analyst's name, the time when the action took place, type of action, and content of an action for some selected actions.
We chose 2 users from APEX collection: APEXB and APEXF because they are very similar yet contain distinct differences. They are similar because they are always in the same cluster if we cluster these 8 analysts using K-means algorithm on research, assessment reports, the sets of queries, and visited documents. However, based on their assessment reports, their own final conclusions are still distinct (APEXB assessed that there are fissures in the clerical community but they do not present a deepening divide among the clerics loyal to the Iran revolution while APEXF assessed that the clerics actively oppose the regime). This makes them a good pair for collaboration because they have different perspectives.
In this scenario, we took a sequence of actions for each user, construct a user model for each user based on these actions and infer each user's intent at a given time. The numbers shown in the sequences of actions and figure labels denote the point in time that the actions took place. For example, at time 1, APEXB issues a query about the Iranian clerics who support Iran's conservative government. We construct a user's Foci, Rationale and Action networks from these actions. An example of the Foci network for APEXB at time 3 is shown in Figure 6 . At time 3, the current goal of the user APEXB is to find out information about Iranian clerics and nuclear weapons. This goal is further strengthened at time 11 as shown in Figure 7 . Figure 8 shows APEXF at time 6, our model suggests that the current intent of this user is to find information about Iranian leaders who support nuclear weapons. So the collaboration can be established very early in the analytic process despite the fact that the users are taking two different routes to achieve their goals, as well as reaching different conclusions at the end. 
Implementation
Preliminary assessment of new intent model
Our objectives are to show that (i) we capture user intent more precisely in the analytical process compared to the simple interest lists; and (ii) we capture user intent earlier in the analytic process compared to the interest-based approach. These objectives help us to get closer to our ultimate goal which is to improve the diversity in a collaborative group by looking at the commonalities of the overarching goals shared by intelligence analysts.
For the first objective, we choose four pairs of analysts who have different actions (APEXL and APEXC, APEXE and APEXH, APEXL and APEXK, APEXF and APEXB). The intuition behind this selection is that it addresses the diversity issue by combining people with different actions because they offer different perspectives. We considered Retain and Search events in this experiment. These analysts have different actions because they always belong to different clusters when we use K-means clustering algorithm to cluster their set of queries. Additionally, even though they have the same overarching goals, their final reports have distinct conclusions.
In our first experiment, we ran our intent model 7 times. Each time, we used 25 consecutive events from each of the chosen analysts that represented the actions that the analyst has done on December 11, 2007. For each pair of analysts, we defined the precision of our intent model as the ratio between the number of relevant common goals of the two analysts in the pair over the number of common goals. A common goal is a goal node that is found in both intent models representing these corresponding analysts. For the interest model, we considered a set of common concepts found in both the interest lists as the set of common goals. We took the set of terms from the two working hypotheses as the ground truth of the analysts' goals. The average of precision for the interest model for these four pairs is 0.43 (sd=0.08), and for the intent model is 0.74 (sd=0.15). The paired t test results reveals that the results are statistically significant (n=4, p-value= 0.0396).
In the second experiment, we measured the time at which the common goals of these two analysts were found for our intent model and the model containing only interests. We chose APEXF and APEXB for this experiment. For each analyst, we created our intent model on the fly with the inputs from the set of 40 events and output three components of our intent model for each time slice. We chose 40 events for each analyst (APEXB and APEXF) on December 11, 2007 such that they did not start with the same focus. APEXB started with the question on ``nuclear weapon program and Iran'' while APEXF asked about "grand Ayatollah''. We found out that at time t=5, our intent model has precisely picked up the common goals of Iran nuclear program and cleric leaders while at time t=8, the interest model has picked up ``cleric'', ``Iran'', ``nuclear'' as interests.
This experiment gives us some insights to develop a more comprehensive evaluation plan in which we divide the set of events for each analyst into a set of sessions and perform similar assessments over the numerations of the set of sessions of all analysts. Figure 9 ). All data shown is fictitious and the red box would illustrate picture of the expert. 
Existing web service user model
Vision of our project
Analysts face tremendous challenges on a daily basis that include gathering relevant information quickly and accurately from massive dynamic information spaces; performing precise analyses to identify and connect evidence to hypotheses; and, providing immediate interpretation on certain events based on said hypotheses, all to solve just one of their many tasks at hand. Many techniques have been developed to help analysts such as information filtering agents (Billsus & Pazzani, 2000) , (topically) clustering the search space (Melvin, 2004; Wang & McCallum, 2006) , using predefined taxonomies (Tanaka et al, 1999) , or determining prior and tacit knowledge (Cheng et al., 2005) . While these techniques have demonstrated much potential and value in assisting the analyst, they only scratch the surface of a deeper fundamental requirement, that of accounting for and understanding the needs of the analyst especially as unique individuals with their myriad of differences in style, ability, and operation. Hence, these tools run into the danger of tremendous information "push" without the critical attendant "pull" by the analyst since the tools have an incomplete account of the analyst.
With our intent modeling technique, we can assist the analyst in a number of ways ranging from helping to better identify relevant snippets of information and enhancing awareness of unknowns/biases, as well as pointing out potential collaborative analyst activities by analyzing and reasoning with in-depth the various user models; to employing user models of senior analysts to assist in the training and activities of junior analysts through suggestions and potential critiques. Furthermore, such an intent modeling approach will allow collaborating groups of analysts to achieve a specific overarching goal while improving communications between analysts via a common representation (inclusive of analyst contextual knowledge) and while actively providing assistance, as needed. It helps improve "diversity" in group collaboration which, unfortunately, has been overlooked in the existing approaches to create a collaborative group.
SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
Published Papers
There have been published one book chapter and two conference papers from the work related to this project. This book chapter described in detail our existing user model IPC which we used to implement the service SupplyUMInfo that accepts analyst's name as input and return the concepts of interests to the analysts along with level of interest for each concepts as output. This is a peerreviewed book in which each chapter has gone through 2 blind review iterations in which a chapter is reviewed by 3 reviewers.
Book chapter(s)
In the above paper, we develop a unified framework for intent-driven insider threat detection. The heart of the framework is the IPC user modeling technique which captures the analyst's interests, knowledge context, and preferences over time. We conducted an empirical evaluation using the APEX '07 collection. The APEX dataset was created by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to simulate an analysis task in the intelligence community. The APEX '07 collection included 8 analysts, their recorded actions over time, and their research reports as well as assessment reports generated on their analysis. Five malicious insiders were simulated each based off of one of the original 8 analysts. We measured the similarities between the final user model and different hypotheses in the assessment reports for all analysts. In order to analyze these similarity values, three different metrics were proposed to compare the deviation values between multiple hypotheses either in each section of the assessment report or in the entire report for identifying suspicious insiders. The experimental results showed that the framework was effective in identifying insider threats. The first and third metrics detected four insiders with malicious intent. The third metric did not raise any false positives while the first and second metrics had false positives on two benign analysts. 
Related papers
Technology transition status
Technology delivered to intelligence community organization/program: our SupplyUMInfo service that uses ALS/ALE has been deployed and used by BAE system in their product. We plan to deploy our new intent model in the same way. Also we plan to apply this technique in our framework for intelligent foraging, gathering and matching (IFGM) .
LESSONS LEARNED
There are several valuable lessons that we have learned from participating in this project regarding basic research, integration, and evaluation.
Basic research
The most challenging questions are to quantify an analyst's intent, and capture relevant information to build a computational model of the analyst's intent. Capturing user intent is known to be a challenging problem spanning across multiple domains because intent modeling must deal with vagueness, dynamics, and partially-observable information. There is a big gap between theories about intent in sociology and computational models and representation techniques in artificial intelligence. Additionally, we need to define analyst's intent during the analytic process in the intelligence community. This application domain adds another level of difficulty to the problem because there is limited literature on the analytic process and restricted access to information in the intelligence community. We have addressed this problem by using definitions from sociology about a user's intent to determine what is relevant and measurable in this domain, our evaluations with human intelligence analysts in the past to determine the most important components, and the data collections available in CASE program to develop our own model. The valuable lesson that we learn from this process is that the data sets available in such a restricted domain can help us considerably in revising our initial research questions so that we can define the intent model for this domain more precisely.
Integration
The most useful lesson that we learn from doing integration with other teams is the usefulness of Analytic Log Services (ALS) and Analytic Log Event (ALE) and the convenience of web service paradigm. ALS/ALE and the web service paradigm give us the data and mechanism to work independently and simultaneously with other teams so that we can start our project and integrate with other teams very quickly. Two weeks after the project officially started, our team was able to deploy SupplyUMInfo services which used ALEs generated from other teams, especially BAE systems. Without the use of ALS/ALE and the web service technology, it would definitely take longer time.
Additionally, the challenging problem for integration that we learned is to define protocols to communicate with other teams within the CASE program in order to best get the information for our model and to best serve other team's interests. We learned that by keeping other teams informed frequently on our goals as well as paying attention to detailed technical documents, we can serve/communicate with other teams better. We learn that in order to use and to provide web services, we need to check what come from other sites as well as to ensure that the servers and related components are on and running all the time at our site.
Evaluation
We learned that having data collections to work with is an invaluable tool for our research brainstorming as well as implementation. The set of ALEs from other teams, especially from BAE systems, helps us evaluate each component in our user model service and the integration of those components very quickly. Thanks to the CASE program, we have access to the Monterrey and the APEX collection which have helped us tremendously in both the design of our new model as well as in planning for the evaluation of the model. We also learned that there are many other research questions that can be addressed using our user model on the data sets such as APEX and Monterrey collections. The work on detecting malicious insider by modifying the analysts from APEX collection (published in Intelligent Agent Technology conference 2008) is just one example.
ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK
In this section, we describe the future directions that our team will take regarding the implementation as well as research questions. First, we have now finalized our development of an intent-based user model that is based on what we have described above. We are done with the design for each unit and completed the implementation of each component of this model by the end of October 2008. Secondly, regarding the basic research questions, we would like to extend the current model and focus on developing an evaluation instrument and more test beds and scenarios to evaluate this model. The current model infers a user's intent primarily based on the documents that users read, annotate, print, and bookmark. We would like to extend to accommodate the other types of inputs that aren't documents, such as the situations when the tasks are given, the prior knowledge of the users and so forth. Also the evaluation plan right now is made under the assumption that we have somehow access to the pool of human analysis. This plan may not be feasible without the help of NIST. Therefore, we need to look at other similar domains such as business or finance analysts and customize our tasks and evaluation accordingly.
6.
LIST OF SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
• ALE -Analysis Log Event
• ALS -Analysis Logging Service
• APEX -NIST testbed of analyst logging experiment
• APEXx -Denotes the analysis x in APEX testbed
• BKB -Bayesian Knowledge Base
• CASE -Collaboration and Analyst/System Effectiveness • HMM -Hidden Markov Model
• IFGM -Intelligent Foraging, Gathering, and Matching Information Retrieval System
• NIST -National Institute of Standards
• UM -User modeling
• UWW -University of Wisconsin at Whitewater
